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Forecast highlights
Winter Fuels Outlook


EIA projects average U.S. household expenditures for natural gas, heating oil, electricity,
and propane will increase this winter (October 1 through March 31) compared with last
winter. Based on projections from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), forecast temperatures this winter, measured using heating
degree days, are 3% warmer than the previous 10-year average but colder than last
winter, which was 15% warmer than the 10-year average nationally.



Forecast average household expenditures for heating oil, propane, and natural gas are
38%, 26%, and 22% higher than last winter, respectively, because of higher expected
heating demand and higher fuel prices. However, expenditures for heating oil and
propane this winter are forecast to be 32% and 18% lower, respectively, than in average
of the five winters prior to last winter. Natural gas expenditures this winter are forecast
to be similar to expenditures in the five winters prior to last year. Higher forecast
heating demand contributes to electricity expenditures that are 5% higher than last
winter, despite largely unchanged prices (for further discussion see the Winter Fuels
Outlook supplement).

Global petroleum and liquid fuels


U.S. crude oil production averaged 9.4 million barrels per day (b/d) in 2015, and it is
forecast to average 8.7 million b/d in 2016 and 8.6 million b/d in 2017. Forecast
production in 2017 is almost 0.1 million b/d higher than in the previous forecast.



Brent crude oil prices are forecast to average $43/barrel (b) in 2016 and $51/b in 2017,
$1/b higher and $1/b lower than forecast in last month’s STEO, respectively. West Texas
Intermediate (WTI) crude oil prices are forecast to average about $1/b less than Brent in
2016 and in 2017. The current values of futures and options contracts suggest high
uncertainty in the price outlook. NYMEX contract values for January 2017 delivery
traded during the five-day period ending October 6 suggest a price range from $37/b to
$68/b encompasses the market expectation of WTI prices in January 2017.



Isolated refinery outages and a disruption to the Colonial Pipeline system contributed to
U.S. average retail regular gasoline prices in September increasing by 4 cents/gallon (gal)
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from August to an average of $2.22/gal. With a return to normal refinery and pipeline
operations, the switch to less-expensive winter gasoline blends, and the typical seasonal
decline in gasoline consumption, EIA expects gasoline prices to fall an average of
$1.97/gal in January. Retail gasoline prices are forecast to average $2.12/gal in 2016 and
$2.26/gal in 2017.


Global oil inventory builds are forecast to average 0.7 million b/d in 2016 and 0.3 million
b/d in 2017.

Natural gas


Natural gas marketed production fell from 79.7 billion cubic feet per day (Bcf/d) in
September 2015 to 76.5 Bcf/d in July 2016. EIA expects marketed natural gas production
to average 77.5 Bcf/d in 2016, a decrease of 1.6% from the 2015 level, which would be
the first annual decline since 2005. Forecast production increases by 3.7 Bcf/d in 2017.



Henry Hub spot prices are forecast to average $3.04/million British thermal units
(MMBtu) in the fourth quarter of 2016 and $3.07/MMBtu in 2017. Natural gas futures
contracts for January 2017 delivery traded during the five-day period ending October 6
averaged $3.34/MMBtu. NYMEX contract values for January 2017 delivery traded during
the five-day period ending October 6 suggest a price range from $2.28/MMBtu to
$4.88/MMBtu encompasses the market expectation of Henry Hub natural gas prices in
January 2017.

Electricity, coal, renewables, and emissions


EIA expects the share of U.S. total utility-scale electricity generation from natural gas
will average 35% this year, and the share from coal will average 30%. Last year, both
fuels supplied about 33% of total U.S. electricity generation. In 2017, natural gas and
coal are forecast to generate about 34% and 31% of electricity, respectively, as natural
gas prices are forecast to increase. Nonhydropower renewables are forecast to generate
8% of electricity generation in 2016 and 9% in 2017. Generation shares of nuclear and
hydropower are forecast to be relatively unchanged from 2016 to 2017.



Coal exports in July 2016 totaled 3.3 million short tons (MMst), which was 40% lower
than in June and the lowest amount of coal exported in any month since February 2007.
Exports for the first seven months of 2016 were 32% lower than in the same period in
2015. EIA forecasts U.S. coal exports will decline by 26% in 2016 to 55 MMst, the lowest
level since 2006. Exports are expected to decline by an additional 5% in 2017.



Although starting from a relatively low base, utility-scale solar generating capacity
increases from 10 gigawatts (GW) at the end of 2014 to 27 GW in 2017, which is an
average annual growth rate of 39%, the highest growth rate among sources of
renewable electricity generation.
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After declining by 2.8% in 2015, energy-related carbon dioxide emissions in the first six
months of 2016 were the lowest for that period since 1991. For all of 2016, emissions
are projected to decline by 1.4%, and then increase by 0.6% in 2017. Energy-related CO2
emissions are sensitive to changes in weather, economic growth, and energy prices.

Petroleum and natural gas markets review
Crude oil
Prices: Front-month futures prices for Brent and West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil
increased toward the end of September and the first week of October, settling at $52.51 per
barrel (b) and $50.44/b, respectively, on October 6 (Figure 1). Monthly average spot prices for
Brent and WTI increased slightly from August to September.
After an unofficial meeting in Algeria on September 28, members of members of the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) announced a framework agreement
that could lead to a cap on OPEC crude oil production around 32.5 to 33.0 million barrels per
day (b/d) in 2017. Important details of the agreement, including target outputs for individual
countries, still remain to be decided and agreed upon at a regular OPEC meeting in November.
Even if such a decision/agreement is actually reached, the extent of compliance with whatever
targets are stated remains an important question in light of past experience. Notwithstanding
the recent framework agreement, the total OPEC production forecast for 2017 of 33.0 million
b/d in the October STEO is almost unchanged from the September forecast.
EIA’s October STEO Brent crude oil price forecast for the fourth quarter of 2016 and the first
quarter of 2017 is $48/b, about $3/b dollars higher than in the September forecast, reflecting
recent price movements and a reduction in near-term downside price risks. However, the
forecast for prices toward the end of 2017 has actually been reduced, with prices for 2017 as a
whole slightly below the September forecast. The recent activity of U.S. onshore producers,
along with expectations of higher U.S. production in 2017, is one of the drivers for lowering EIA’s
Brent crude oil forecast in the fourth quarter of 2017 to $55/b from a forecast of $58/b in the
September STEO.
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Second-quarter 2016 financial results for 46 publicly traded U.S. onshore oil producers showed
improved financial conditions compared with the first quarter (Figure 2). Cash from operations
increased from the first quarter to the second quarter of 2016, reflecting higher crude oil prices.
Many companies improved operating efficiency, reduced costs, and improved their balance
sheets as crude oil prices stabilized. Higher prices also provided the opportunity for these
companies to hedge future production at more favorable price levels, with recent price
increases likely encouraging additional hedging activity.
Capital expenditures at these companies also rose in the second quarter from the first quarter,
the only quarter-over-quarter increase since 2014. Even last year, when higher oil prices in the
spring and summer also led to increased cash flow, these companies were still reducing capital
expenditures. Rising active rig counts implied renewed drilling across U.S. basins, and several
merger and acquisition announcements suggest that some companies were actively expanding
investment budgets in the second quarter of this year.
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Crude oil supply and inventories: Increased oil production from Libya and Russia, along with the
potential for reduced disruptions to Nigeria’s production, and a recovery in U.S. crude oil
production beginning in mid-2017 are contributing to expections of looser 2017 balances in this
STEO compared with last month. In Libya, crude oil production averaged 310,000 b/d in
September. However, total crude oil output reached nearly 500,000 b/d at the end of the
month, following the suspension of force majeures at a number of the ports that were previosly
blocked by militants aligned with the Petroleum Facilities Guard.
In Russia, recent oil production has been higher than previously forecast, with production
exceeding previous records in recent months. In addition, the start-up of new fields, including
Lukoil’s Pyakyakhinskoye field (early September), Filanovsky field (late September), the East
Messoyakha (end September), and Rosneft’s Suzun (October), has resulted in a higher-thanpreviously-expected outlook for Russian production. EIA now forecasts Russia’s oil production to
increase by 190,000 b/d in 2016 and by 20,000 b/d in 2017. Previously, EIA had forecast
declining Russian production in 2017.
Disrupted volumes of Nigerian crude oil are set to partially return in October as the loading
schedules for Qua Iboe and Forcados crude oil streams indicate about 500,000 b/d of extra
supply could return to the market.
Some of the additional crude oil volumes could add supplies to the European market and put
some downward pressure on Brent prices for delivery in the coming months. The Brent 1st
month-13th month futures prices spread, a measure of contango (when near-term futures prices
are at a discount to further-dated futures prices), settled at -$3.70/b on October 6 (Figure 3).
The shape of the futures curve is relatively unchanged since September 1, which is somewhat
unusual because contango typically narrows when front-month prices are rising.
In contrast to the shape of the Brent futures curve, contango in the WTI futures curve
decreased, with the 1st-13th spread settling at -$3.77/b on October 6. Hurricane Hermine
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disrupted crude oil imports into the Gulf Coast in September, contributing to large inventory
declines and likely providing some support to front-month WTI prices.

Crude oil demand and inflation expectations: The outlook for global crude oil demand in the
October STEO has been revised modestly downward from the September STEO, with global oil
demand expected to grow by 1.3 million b/d in both 2016 and 2017. In September,
Manufacturing Purchasing Manager Indexes for most major economies around the world
indicated expanding manufacturing activity and economies that had contracting manufacturing
sectors, such as Brazil, Russia, and Turkey, improved from the prior month. Projections for real
oil-weighted GDP growth in non-OECD countries also remained stable at 3.6% for 2017. Despite
the recent improvement in macroeconomic indicators, downside risks remain in the oil demand
forecast.
U.S. inflation expectations for the next five years, as measured by the difference between yields
on Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS) and five-year treasury bonds, rose to near 1.5%
as the U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI) and the Core CPI (which excludes food and energy costs)
for August were both above expectations (Figure 4). Inflation levels and crude oil price are
typically positively correlated, because energy and transportation costs can affect prices for a
wide range of goods and services. The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) met in late
September, and, although the FOMC decided not to raise interest rates, market participants are
expecting a rate increase in the next few months.
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Petroleum products
Gasoline Prices: The front-month futures price of reformulated blendstock for oxygenate
blending (RBOB, the petroleum component of gasoline used in many parts of the country) rose
through September and settled at $1.50 per gallon (gal) on October 6. The RBOB-Brent crack
spread (the difference between the price of RBOB and the price of Brent crude oil) also
increased over the same period. The average crack spread in September was slightly higher than
the level last year at this time (Figure 5). Total U.S. gross inputs to refineries declined through
September because of a combination of planned maintenance and unplanned outages, which
may have contributed to increasing gasoline prices and crack spreads.
Based on initial data, EIA estimates U.S. gasoline consumption in September reached a record
high for that month, continuing the trend of year-over-year growth in gasoline consumption
seen in 2016. The latest data from the Federal Highway Administration show that U.S. vehicle
miles traveled in June and July set consecutive record highs. Increased travel, because of a
combination of generally low gasoline prices, growing employment, and rising wages, has likely
contributed to continued growth in gasoline consumption this year.
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Gasoline Spot Price Differentials: Some of the increase in the RBOB-Brent crack spread was also
in response to transportation constraints in the U.S. gasoline spot market. The Line 1 pipeline in
the Colonial Pipeline system was unexpectedly shut down for about two weeks in September
after a leak was discovered in a section of the pipeline in Alabama. Line 1 transports gasoline
from the U.S. Gulf Coast, home to roughly 50% of U.S. refining capacity, to markets in the
Southeast as far north as Greensboro, North Carolina, from which other pipelines within the
Colonial Pipeline system transport the fuel to locations farther north, ending in New Jersey.
Because of the pipeline outage, gasoline stocks in both the Southeast and the Middle Atlantic
regions, respectively reported as Petroleum Administration for Defense Districts (PADDs) 1C and
1B, declined in September, while gasoline stocks along the Gulf Coast (PADD 3) rose. As a result,
the New York Harbor-Gulf Coast conventional gasoline spot price spread rose sharply in midSeptember (Figure 6). After service was restored on Line 1 toward the end of September, the
gasoline price spread between New York Harbor and the U.S. Gulf Coast declined.
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Ultra-low Sulfur Diesel Prices: The front-month futures price for the New York Harbor Ultra-low
Sulfur Diesel (ULSD) contract rose in September and settled at $1.60/gal on October 6. The
ULSD-Brent crack spread also rose over the same period (Figure 7).
The ULSD crack spread rose despite high U.S. distillate inventory levels. Total U.S. distillate
stocks at the end of September were at the highest level since February, as U.S. distillate
consumption in third quarter of 2016 was estimated to be the lowest for any quarter since 2009.
Distillate market fundamentals globally, however, may not be as weak compared with the U.S.
distillate market, and are likely supporting the ULSD crack spread. Gasoil stocks in the European
storage hub of Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp declined in September and are now lower than
year-ago inventory levels. Middle distillate stocks in Singapore declined strongly from a five-year
high set in mid-September. Inventory draws in these trading hubs may be the result of current
refinery maintenance in Europe and expected maintenance at large export refineries in the
Middle East that routinely supply these markets during the coming months.
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Market-Derived Probabilities: Futures and options prices show that market expectations for
ULSD prices this winter rose over the past month. The January 2017 ULSD futures contract
averaged $1.59/gal for the five trading days ending October 6 and has an 85% probability of
exceeding $2.00/gal at expiration (Figure 8). The same contract for the five trading days ending
September 1 had a 68% probability of exceeding $2.00/gal. Note that futures and options traded
on the New York Mercantile Exchange reflect wholesale distillate prices, which do not include
costs associated with delivery or taxes.

Natural gas
Prices and inventories: The front-month natural gas contract for delivery at Henry Hub settled at
$3.05 per million British thermal units (MMBtu) on October 6. On September 20, the contract
settled above $3/MMBtu for the first time since May 2015 (Figure 9). The September average
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spot price for natural gas at Henry Hub increased by 17 cents/MMBtu compared with the
average price in August.
Current natural gas futures prices are higher than at any point during the last winter heating
season, reflecting a combination of higher demand for natural gas for electricity generation,
lower-than-normal inventory builds, and the market’s expectation for colder temperatures this
winter compared with temperatures last winter. EIA estimates that natural gas used for
electricity generation in the third quarter of 2016 reached a record both in absolute level and as
a share of total generation. This increase in natural gas-fired electricity generation contributed
to the slowing build of U.S. working natural gas inventories, which were 2.5 trillion cubic feet, at
the beginning of April, a record high level for the start of the injection season. EIA currently
forecasts that working natural gas inventories will reach nearly 4 trillion cubic feet at the end of
October, before inventories start their seasonal decline sometime in November.

January 2017 prices in Northeast: The price of natural gas for January 2017 delivery to Transco
Zone 6 (New York) and Algonquin City Gate (Boston) averaged $8.79/MMBtu and $7.54/MMBtu,
respectively, in September (Figure 10). The lower prices for 2017 compared with average
January spot prices in 2014 through 2016 reflect increased pipeline capacity into the Northeast.
However, these prices are still higher compared with spot prices in producing areas, like the
Marcellus or Utica, implying that transportation constraints could cause prices in major
Northeast demand centers to move higher during periods of cold temperatures and increased
demand for home heating this winter.
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Market-Derived Probabilities: The January 2017 Henry Hub futures contract averaged
$3.34/MMBtu for the five trading days ending October 6 and has a 67% probability of exceeding
$3.00/MMBtu at expiration. The same contract for the five trading days ending September 1
had a 61% probability of exceeding $3.00/MMBtu (Figure 11).

Contact: James Preciado (james.preciado@eia.gov)
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Notable forecast changes


U.S. crude oil production is forecast to average 8.7 million b/d in 2016 and 8.6 million
b/d in 2017. Forecast production in 2017 is almost 0.1 million b/d higher than in the
previous forecast. The forecast for U.S. crude oil production between the fourth quarter
of 2016 and the second quarter of 2017 has been lowered slightly, but by the fourth
quarter of 2017, production is more than 0.2 million b/d higher than previously forecast.
The higher production forecast is the result of changes in modeling methodology
applied to the Lower 48 states excluding federal Gulf of Mexico. Most important in the
new methodology, all horizontal wells drilled since 2014 are fit with individual decline
curves and projected out to 2020 before being aggregated to state and sub-state region
levels. Aggregate decline curve parameters are also calculated for all other wells by
state and intrastate regions.



Global oil inventory builds are forecast to average 0.7 million b/d in 2016 and 0.3 million
b/d in 2017, which are 0.1 million b/d lower and 0.3 million b/d higher, respectively,
than in the previous forecast. Estimated global inventory builds are lower in 2016
because of reductions in supply expectations based on historical data, particularly for
OPEC, China, and other Asia. In 2017, forecast inventory builds are higher, largely
because of higher expected oil production in Russia and the United States, along with
lower expected global oil consumption.



Although annual average Brent prices are largely unchanged from the previous forecast,
prices in the fourth quarter of 2016 and first quarter of 2017 are now forecast to
average $48/b, $3/b higher than previously forecast. The higher forecast reflects lower
expected global oil inventory builds during 2016 and lower risk of OPEC crude oil
production coming in above forecast levels in 2017. Brent prices in the fourth quarter of
2017 are now expected to average $55/b, $3/b lower than previously forecast. The
lower forecast reflects higher expected oil production in Russia and the United States.



EIA forecasts gasoline consumption to grow by 160,000 b/d (1.7%) in 2016 and by
50,000 b/d (0.5%) in 2017. The 2017 forecast is up from zero expected growth in the
previous forecast.



Natural gas marketed production is forecast to average 77.5 Bcf/d in 2016 and 81.2
Bcf/d in 2017, which are 1.7 Bcf/d and 0.4 Bcf/d lower than in the previous forecast,
respectively. These changes reflect forecast adjustments based on lower-than-expected
drilling activity that has contributed to actual data coming in below previously forecast
levels.



For more information, please see a detailed table of forecast changes.
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This report was prepared by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), the statistical
and analytical agency within the U.S. Department of Energy. By law, EIA's data, analyses, and
forecasts are independent of approval by any other officer or employee of the United States
Government. The views in this report therefore should not be construed as representing
those of the U.S. Department of Energy or other federal agencies.
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